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Foot Massager
Thank you for purchasing For proper operation and use of this foot
massager, please read the operating manual carefully and pay special
attention to safety.

This manual provides safe and effective operation. Please do not lose it
for future reference.
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Safety guidelines

( Please consult the doctor before using )

1a. Those who are undergoing medical treatment or surgery are
not recovered.

1b. Patients with hypertension, heart disease,cerebral
arteriosclerosis and cerebral thrombosis.

1c. Patients with high fever, malignant tumor andosteoporosis
Pregnant women during menstrualperiod

1d. A cardiac pacemaker or foot implant device is being used.
Other acute patients.

2. This product has surface heating function and should benoted
for heat sensitive people.

3. Children should be taken care of to avoid playingwithtoys.

4. Children aged 12 or above can use this product. When using
this product, disabled persons or persons with restricted behavior
should be guided and used bycaregivers.

5. This product can not be used for children or people in a stateof
unconsciousness. And need regular inspection and addition.
Thermal function contacts the body position to avoidscalding.

6. The foot machine must have a socket fitted with the plug.
Improper connection of the plug may cause electric shock. If you
have any doubts about the safety of this product or the socket isnot
suitable for the plug of this product, please contact the professional
and technical personnel for inspection orinstallation.
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Safety guidelines

7. Products must be kept away from sharp objects, such as
damaged cloth. In order to avoid toes involved in the machine cause
personal injury.

8. If the product falls into the water accidentally, it must be
maintained and not allowed to beused.

Use of theenvironment

1. Do not use the product in wet environment such asbathroom
or near water source in order to avoid malfunction and even
endanger personal safety.

2. Do not use this product at room temperature higher than 40
degrees Celsius or lower than 5 degrees Celsius, because the
thickening of lubricating oil may increase the wear of machinegear
transmission parts and affect the service life.

3. Please do not use in the open air or for prolonged exposureto
the hot sun, which may damage the paint layer.

4. If the product is transferred to warm environment at low
temperature, the internal metal parts may gather water vaporand
affect the normal operation of the product, even cause damage to
the machine. It is suggested that the product be placed at normal
room temperature for one hour before starting to use after
transferring the environment.
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Safety guidelines

Precautions

1. Do not pull the power cord or use the power cord to
suspend the product, so as not to cause wire breakage or bad
contact. When pulling out the power plug, you should hold the
plug and pull it out.

2. If the product power cord is damaged, it must be replaced
by a professional

3. Do not cover the blanket on the product or block the heat
sink under the machine when using, so as not to cause the
temperature of the internal parts to be too high and lead to
failure.

4. When using, please press the switch lightly, avoid force or
nail operation.

5. Do not allow the control panel to contact liquids such as
water.

6. Do not insert or drop objects into any openings of the
product. Do not sleep while using products.
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Safety guidelines

Precautions

7. Do not use this product for one hour before and after
eating, or for more than 30 minutes continuously, in order to
avoid adverse effects. Do not pull the power cord or use the
power cord to suspend the product, so as not to cause wire
breakage or bad contact. When pulling out the power plug, you
should hold the plug and pull it out.
from the socket before use or cleaning.

8. Do not use this product in drunkenness or untimely use.

9. If you feel unwell during use, you should stop using it
immediately.

10. If you want to cut off the power supply, please close all
the operation control and pull the power plug from thesocket.

11. Please remove the power plug from the socket before use
or cleaning.

12. If the machine fails, it should be stopped immediatelyand
feed back the problem to our staff

13. This product can not be used for self-diagnosis and
treatment. If it needs diagnosis or treatment, it shouldbe
handled by professional medical personnel.
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Product operation

Power switch: press the power switch and the machine
starts to work.

Scraping: two kinds of foot scraping mode selection, but
also through this button to scrape foot function closed.

Air pressure: two air pressure intensity selector, and the
pressure function can also be closed by this button.

Warm feeling: press the heating button,the heating

function is turned on, or the heating function canbe

closed by this button.

Negative Ion: Press the negative ion button,and the
negative ion function can be turned on, or it canbe

turned off by this button.

Product maintenance

1. Storage：When not in use, put the product in a color box andplace
it in a cool place. Do not place products in direct sunlight or high
temperature.

2. Cleanliness：Before cleaning, confirm that the main power switch is
closed and pull out the power plug. Please use dry cloth to clean the
surface of the product. Do not use corrosive cleaners, such as
benzene or thinner, to clean products.

3. Maintenance：If you do not use this product for a long time,please
use a dust cover to prevent dust falling.
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TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE

If problem are not from above reason, please turn off power supply and
contact the distributor or manufacturer for assistance. Note: Do not
dismantle the produce by yourself, and our company shall shoulder no
responsibility to the damage of the product or the inquiry of people
caused by improper use. Thanks for your cooperation!

Problem / Issue Possible Cause Method

1. Access to power or

No operation
1.

2.

Non electricity

The function key is not

check whether the
power is connected
properly.

opened. 2. Turn on on / off button.

Sudden stop operation

1. Power off

2. Massage time is more
than 15 minutes

3. Continuous use time is
too long, product
overheatingprotection

4. Excessive force,massage
ball blockage

1. Check whether the
power interface is
properlyconnected.

2. Reboot

3. Restart after cooling

4. Reboot
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WARRANTY

1. Warranty rights are not transferable.

2. The product warranty is valid for one year from the dateofpurchase.

3. Youcan enjoy the free warranty during the warranty period (the appearance
of the product is not covered by thewarranty).

4. The product warranty requires proof of purchase and warrantycard.

5. The above warranty does not apply to commercial users such as leasing,
trading, and institutions.

6. The following conditions are not covered by the warranty, only promisedto
provide paid repair services (changes for labor andmaterials).

a. Damage caused by all human factors: including use in abnormal working
environment, use and storage in accordance with the instructions,damage
caused by improper use, etc.;

b. The user or the third party not authorized by the company to dismantle,
modify and repair.

c. Damage caused by transportation after purchase.

d. Damage caused by other forcemajeure factors such as floods, fires, lightning
strikes and earthquakes.

SPECIFICATION INFORMATION
Product Name Two Face Cavalier
Model no. OS-808 Colour Black / White

Rated Voltage 100V~240V Rated Frequency 50Hz

Rated Power 40W
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